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RAILED SPRAYER - TURBINE

ARBO
A specialist with its hands full, the Arbo
Maozinha is the most versatile sprayer in the
category. It has a wide range of excellent
results in the field of primordial crops such
as grapes and tomatoes, as well as the
others: coffee, papaya, fig, dwarf coconut,
passion fruit, among others that use the
TRELLIS and ESPALIER conduction system.
Its distribution of ducted air guarantees the
best indices of uniformity of the application
and use of the liquid. In addition, its
centrifugal turbine assembly avoid the
suction of external air, consequently it does
not suck in the debris particles that could
compromise the sanity of the plant and fruit.
The Arbo line is equipped with the best
spraying technology in the market of fruit,
using components of excellent durability in
the field, that lower the maintenance costs,
put less stress on the tractor and lower your
fuel consumption. The care your plantation
deserves, hands.
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WORK
QUALITY

VERSATILITY

The Arbo Maozinha has several configurations that span over multiple
cultures in their various stages of development. For both the Trellis
conduction system (featuring a telescopic horizontal tower) and
for the Espalier system (a vertical tower), there is always a Arbo
Maozinha that is right for you. The possibilities of adjustment in width,
height and angle of the spraying provide a precise spray, with the
correct quantity and in the right place.

WORK
QUALITY

A SPECIALIST WITH ITS HANDS FULL

Exclusive system for the Arbo line, the sprayers
are hand shaped. Better use of air and liquid,
with an even distribution over the plant.
All air produced by the turbine is directed at the
target proportionally, from the base of the plant
to the top.

STRENGTH IN ANY SITUATION
Carrying the liquid to the spray nozzle requires durability as it
may damage the components. The Arbo line has protection
in the right measure and much more: it does all this with
efficiency. Have more agility and safety in your work.
Brass spraying pump, with the liquid transport system isolated
from the mechanical system, this is another exclusivity of the
Arbo line. It’s in
the small details that KUHN ensures resistance against
corrosion and adds quality in the application

FREE YOURSELF FROM BELTS
THE EXCLUSIVE KUHN BELTLESS SYSTEM
O sistema de caixa amplificadora movimenta e altera a
intensidade da ventilação produzida pela turbina sem a
necessidade de correias. O principal resultado é a drástica
redução no consumo de Diesel, mas também, redução dos
custos de manutenção menores, devido somente a troca de
óleo. Além disso, mantêm um fluxo constante na ventilação,
fato que não ocorre em transmissão por correias. Outros
benefícios: vida útil prolongada e menor esforço sobre o trator.

CLEAN AIR
In the Hand Line, the air is produced by a centrifugal turbine next to the amplifier box, then directed through a hose to
its outputs. Utilizing a specially designed rotor, it produces air internally without external suction, thus delivering clean air
over the target without any debris.

RESPONSE GUARANTEED
Efficient spray control, driven by solenoids, ensures
agility in the responsiveness, as well as practicality in
operations, which is important for you to be able to
produce more and better.
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Technical Specifications
Spray Tank
Capacity
Material
Hydraulic Agitator
Spray Pump
Type
Material
Manufacturer
Drive Shaft
Type
Spray Controls
Type
Material
Spray Circuit
Section
Nozzle Support
Number of Nozzles
Turbine
Size
Transmission
Wind speed
Wind volume
Chassi
Type
Structural
Tires
Gauge (center to center of the tire)
Weight
Length
Maximum Width (tower)
Height
Speed
Operating Speed
Optional extras
Galvanized Chassis
120 liters/minute pump.

Arbo Hands
1000, 1500 e 2000 liters
Fiber
1 Venturi Hydraulic Agitator
Membrane - 90 l/min
Brass and Aluminum Annovi
Annovi
Homokinetic as a
Electric
Brass
Two sections
Stainless Steel
1000 - 740kg / 1500 - 840kg / 2000 - 890kg
500 mm
Amplifier box with two speeds
Box I - 220 km/h and Box II - 250 km/h
Box I - 15,000 m³/h and Box II - 17,000 m³/h
Modular - Painted
11L15
1,20 to 1,50 meters
Trellis - 765 kg / Espalier - 825 kg
4.29 meters
Trellis - 2.90 meters / Espalier - 2.0 meters
Trellis - 1.60 meters / Espalier - 2.95 meters
Maximum 8km/h

For more information about the nearest
KUHN dealer, visit our website:

www.kuhnbrasil.com.br
Seu revendedor KUHN

www.kuhnbrasil.com.br

KUHN MONTANA INDÚSTRIA DE MÁQUINAS S.A.
Francisco Dal Negro St, 3400 - São José dos Pinhais - PR

In European Union countries, our equipment complies with the European Machinery Directives; In other
countries they comply with safety regulations in force in those countries. In our printed material, to better
illustrate some details, some protection devices may have been removed. Apart from these particular cases,
in all circumstances this safety equipment must be assembled in accordance with the instructions in the user
manuals. «We reserve the right to modify the models, their equipment and accessories without prior notice».
The machines and equipment in this document may be covered by at least one patent and/or a registered
model. The trademarks mentioned in this document may be protected in one or more countries.

Also find KUHN on social
networks
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